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The key objective of ROAIMS for tanks and related services is 
to enable an efficient, auditable and wellstructured integrity 
process to support operators in their daytoday work.

> processing
Information on design and construction is integrated, 
continuously stored and analyzed.

> Inspection & Testing
All kinds of collected inspection data can be related to 
specific asset components.

> Asset Integrity Management
Asset condition assessment through analysis of integrated 
data in the context of specific safety codes and regulations; 
generating comprehensive riskbased inspection plans.

> Rehabilitation
Combining Risk Based Inspection (RBI) plans with planned 
maintenance schedules and defining a number of concrete 
measures. Implementing and managing these measures 
and ensuring a consistent state by tracking all repair and 
maintenance activities.

ROSEN Asset Integrity Management Software (ROAIMS) for tanks provides 
operators with a single comprehensive database to efficiently integrate 
and manage information relevant to the safe and economical operations 
of aboveground storage tanks and related infrastructure. The streamlined 
software design offers a range of user-friendly applications that simplify 
data organization, task planning/scheduling, and reporting to meet both  
internal and external requirements.

ROAIMS FOR TAnkS AnD RelATeD 
SeRvIceS SUppORTS The cOMpleTe 
InTegRITy pROceSS

ROAIMS FOR TAnkS MODUleS

Consisting of interoperable software modules, ROAIMS 
allows operators to put together their own personalized 
software version. Individual modules are continually up-
dated, and new modules are programmed in collaboration 
with experienced operators.

ROAIMS bUnDleS

In order to enable a quick start with ROAIMS, the most 
common software module combinations are available as 
bundles. These bundles can be expanded with additional 
modules, as operator requirements grow.

SeRvIceS

ROSEN offers a wide range of integrity services covering 
all aspects of design, construction, inspection and main-
tenance of conventional and pressurized storage facilities, 
all in compliance with codes and standards (e. g., API 653, 
EEMUA 159). Turnkey management is provided for  
all tasks arising from data collection/integration and IT 
environment optimization.

ROSen InTegRITy lOOp WITh ROAIMS MODUleS



ROAIMS FOR TAnkS MODUleS

Asset Manager provides a flexible view of assets and can 
be customized to match specific business processes. 
ROAIMS modules are accessible from this single user  
interface and are organized around thematic groups, 
such as: data management, integrity management and 
administration.

cApAbIlITIeS

•	Provides a single view of all assets with numerous 
grouping and filtering options

•	Flexible rights management solution to control  
user access

•	Features a Document Repository for sharing and  
administering files, pictures and reports

ASSeT MAnAgeR

USeR peRMISSIOnS

The proper definition of roles and responsibilities is a 
crucial step in establishing and ensuring the quality of  
the daily work done by employees. With this application,  
a company’s organizational structure can be mirrored  
to the ROAIMS environment and access rights can  
be applied to all functionalities available and all assets 
handled.

cApAbIlITIeS

•	Clustering users into departmental groups
•	 Inheriting users and groups from Microsoft Active  

Directory
•	Setting restrictions on functionalities
•	Setting restrictions on assets



ROAIMS FOR TAnkS MODUleS

The Document Repository is the central storage facility 
for all integrity related documents. Allowing operators to 
assign any type of document – from a photo to an inspec-
tion report – to specific assets, the Document Repository 
ensures immediate access to files, thus greatly facilitating 
implementation of each step of the integrity management 
program.

cApAbIlITIeS

•	Connecting to available file storage systems
•	Linking documents to related assets, features, installa-

tions and other integrated objects
•	Comprehensive filter and sort options
•	Adaptation to existing business processes through 

freely definable classification
•	Documents can be accessed globally through the Asset 

Manager

DOcUMenT RepOSITORy

DeSIgn DATA

Having complete design data is essential for creating  
a RBI plan. The ROAIMS Design Data module enables  
efficient management of all tank information, including 
environmental information, tank farm data, and design 
codes. All data entries are tracked and managed through 
an internal approval process ensuring traceability and 
consistency.

cApAbIlITIeS

•	Management of asset data for tanks and tank  
components

•	Approval of design data
•	Tracking of all data changes
•	Visually supported data entry
•	Flexible reporting capabilities



ROAIMS FOR TAnkS MODUleS

ROAIMS Integrity Planning provides the functionality to 
create a comprehensive RBI plan. These results can then 
be tracked in the context of the entire tank system, in-
cluding storage tanks and auxiliary structures. The meth-
odology applied not only follows industry best practices, 
but also complies with both API 580 and EEMUA regula-
tions, and replaces the time-based approach to schedul-
ing inspections.

cApAbIlITIeS

•	Generates comprehensive RBI plans for complex tank 
systems and auxiliary structures

•	Automatic creation of risk management tasks
•	 Incorporates custom maintenance management tasks
•	Compliance with API 580 and EEMUA regulations

InTegRITy plAnnIng

TASk cOORDInATOR

ROAIMS Task Coordinator enables users to analyze and 
track all scheduled events in the Integrity Planning module. 
Task Coordinator combines RBI plans with planned  
maintenance schedules providing operators with a com-
prehensive overview of all tank assets and the actions to 
be performed on them.

cApAbIlITIeS

•	Comprehensive overview of tank assets and actions  
to be performed on them

•	Listing of and reporting on RBI measures and  
maintenance activities for all tank assets and auxiliary 
structures

•	Supports detailed analysis of required maintenance  
actions



SeRvIceS

Internationally accepted codes for above-ground storage 
tanks such as EEMUA 159 and API 653 provide guidance 
and recommendations for continuing tank operation. 
ROSEN uses qualified Tank Integrity Assessors (TIA) to 
perform inspections that comply with these standards. 
Based on their findings, the TIA is able to carry out a full 
compliance check and to give recommendations regard-
ing necessary yet cost-effective repairs. A full EEMUA 
159/API 653 inspection includes, among other things,  
the following services:

•	Tank bottom inspection with ROSEN’s high-resolution 
Tank Bottom Inspection Tool (TBIT)

•	Shell inspection with ROSEN’s UT Crawler
•	Detailed Visual Inspection of the tank structure,  

including fittings and mountings
•	Settlement survey and assessments
•	Out-of-roundness surveys
•	Engineering compliance checks

eeMUA 159/ApI 653 InSpecTIOn

RISk bASeD InSpecTIOn

ROSEN’s Risk Based Inspection (RBI) services & associ-
ated software is used to control a process for planning 
inspection of above-ground storage tanks based on 
environmental risk and complies with the principles of 
API 580 in terms of RBI. The method improves tank avail-
ability at optimum cost and at the same time ensures 
that integrity issues, including safety and environment, 
are properly addressed. Priority is given to items in the 
higher risk categories that need to be monitored closely. 
Utilization of RBI provides a vehicle for continuously  
improving the inspection of tanks and facilities in general 
and for systematically reducing the risk associated with 
credible failure. The ultimate deliverable is of course a 
cost-effective inspection and/or monitoring plan which 
serves as input for the overall maintenance management 
system.
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SeRvIceS

Maintenance of a tank management system needs ad-
equate business tools to ensure that staff involved in tank 
maintenance and inspection are able to safeguard the 
integrity and functionality of storage tanks. The minimal 
business controls needed are:

•	Task distribution – roles, responsibilities and authorities 
are clearly defined and documented.

•	Staff involved in tank maintenance and inspection have 
the required professional skills, organizational support 
and personality traits to meet the job requirements.

•	Assurance that the constructed storage tank meets the 
engineering and operations performance specification.

•	The storage tank is under regular review in the form  
of daily checks by operators and formal quality and 
safety audits.

•	A document control and record system for storage of all 
necessary documents (for quality assurance).

•	Processes to safeguard the technical integrity of storage 
tanks (integrity management) which also provide a ratio-
nal and systematic basis for justifying required budgets.

ROSEN’s management support tool has a strong focus 
on ownership, responsibilities, authority and skills for 
maintenance activities essential to the integrity/reliability 
of storage tanks. Our supporting tool can be seen as an 
add-on to the operator’s overall quality management and 
record system for the purpose of improving auditability.

TURnkey SOFTWARe MAnAgeMenT
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